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Chirality is an asymmetric property widely found in nature. Here, we propose and demonstrate
experimentally spontaneous emergence of chirality in an on-chip ultrahigh-Q whispering-gallery mi-
croresonator, without broken parity or time-reversal symmetry. This counter-intuitive effect arises
due to the inherent Kerr-nonlinearity-modulated coupling between clockwise and counterclockwise
propagating waves. Above an input threshold of a few hundred microwatts, the initial chiral sym-
metry is broken spontaneously, and the counter-propagating output ratio exceeds 20:1 with bi-
directional inputs. The spontaneous chirality in an on-chip microresonator holds great potential in
studies of fundamental physics and applied photonic devices.

Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, a phenomenon
where mirror-symmetric dynamic laws produce station-
ary states that violate this symmetry, is a ubiquitous
property in nature and diverse fields of modern physics
[1], which has been studied extensively, for instance, in
Higgs physics [2], double-well Bose-Einstein condensates
[3], topological insulators and superconductors [4]. How-
ever, spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking has been
elusive experimentally in the optical domain, especially
for micro- and nano-photonics. Such setup usually de-
mands multiple identical subsystems such as photonic
nanocavities [5], meta-molecules [6] and other dual-core
settings [7, 8]. As a prominent photonic device, the
ultrahigh-Q whispering-gallery mode (WGM) microres-
onator is widely used for applications such as strong-
coupling cavity quantum electrodynamics, cavity op-
tomechanics, ultralow-threshold lasers to highly sensitive
sensing [9]. In a practical WGM resonator, the clockwise
(CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) propagating waves
are coupled to each other due to the backscattering,
leading to symmetric and antisymmetric standing-wave
modes with equal CW and CCW amplitudes [10–12].
While this chiral symmetry can be broken locally by wave
effects such as the Goos-Hänshen shift and Fresnel filter-
ing for certain regions of an optical mode [13, 14], the
demonstrations of overall chirality have to rely on exter-
nal perturbations to a resonator, either by breaking the
parity [15–20] or time-reversal [21–23] symmetry.

The chirality with unbalanced CW and CCW com-
ponents not only attracts general interest in physics,
but also is of importance in novel devices such as
unidirectional-emission microlasers [13–15], optical gyro-
scopes [17, 22, 23], and single-particle detection [16, 18].
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FIG. 1. (Color) (a) A toroidal microcavity is evanescently
side coupled by two tapered fiber waveguides. Inset: a typi-
cal transmission spectrum collected by port B. TDL: tunable
diode laser; PLC: polarization controller; VOA: variable opti-
cal attenuator; PS: phase shifter; C: circulator; OSA: optical
spectroscope analyzer; PD: photodetector. (b) Scanning elec-
tron microscope image of the silica microtoroid. Ports A and
B of the bus fiber waveguide excite WGMs, and ports C and
D of the drop fiber waveguide collect the emission of CW and
CCW components separately. (c) Schematic illustration of
CW to CCW intensity ratio for a standing wave mode (blue)
and a CW chiral state (red), as the input power increases.

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate the sponta-
neous emergence of chirality induced by Kerr nonlinear-
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FIG. 2. (Color) (a)-(d) CW (blue) and CCW (red) output spectra collected by the drop fiber under the inputs of 70, 150, 265 and
297 µW from port A only. (e) The experimental intensity ratio R = Pcw/Pccw versus the input power, with κin/κ2,0 ≈ 0.15, 0.20
and 0.30, from top to bottom. (f) The theoretical R (blue curve) and the scaled effective coupling strength |geff/g| (red curve)
under the same experimental condition in (e). Parameters: 2g/2π = 11.67 MHz, κ2,0/2π = 2.93 MHz, and M = 3.64×1011J−1.
In (e) and (f) the shaded regions indicate standing wave mode regime (gray), chiral state regime (orange) and four-wave mixing
regime (green).

ity in a single ultrahigh-Q WGM microresonator (Fig. 1)
without any explicit breaking of parity or time-reversal
symmetry. Our theoretical analysis reveals the physical
mechanism of this intriguing effect: the Kerr nonlinear-
ity gives rise to an intensity-dependent CW-CCW cou-
pling that becomes approximately zero beyond a thresh-
old, causing one of the standing-wave modes to become
unstable and spontaneously evolve into a chiral state as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

As shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b), a silica toroidal mi-
croresonator with a principal (minor) diameter of 78 µm
(6.8 µm) is side coupled by a bus and a drop fiber waveg-
uide. In the 1550 nm wavelength band, the transmission
spectrum of transverse-electric (TE) polarization from
port A to B shows two nearby TE resonances with ultra-
high quality factors (Q ∼ 7.8×107), i.e., a low-frequency
symmetric mode a1 and a high-frequency antisymmetric
mode a2, exhibiting the strong intrinsic modal coupling
between CW and CCW waves [inset of Fig. 1(a)] [11].
Under the input from the bus fiber, the intensities of CW
and CCW components are measured by the drop fiber,
with the same coupling rate. Note that for a weak in-
put power, each mode of this doublet is chiral symmetric

containing equal amounts of CW and CCW components
[Fig. 2(a)], which does not depend on the input direction.

With input from port A only, we analyze the spec-
tra of the intensities collected by the drop fiber [Figs.
2(b)-(d)] for the antisymmetric mode a2. Although these
spectra no longer have a Lorentzian shape due to the
thermal effect and Kerr nonlinearity [24] when the input
power is increased, the growing imbalance between the
CW and CCW components is readily seen, which is not
expected from thermal effects alone [25]. To be quanti-
tative, we characterize the chirality by R = Pcw/Pccw,
where Pcw (Pccw) is the on-resonance output power of
the CW (CCW) component. It is evident that R shows a
threshold behavior as the input power increases, as shown
in Fig. 2(e) I-III. For example, R is near unity with the
input power from 40 µW to 260 µW in Fig. 2(e) II, and
it increases rapidly afterwards. Here, a forward propa-
gating waveguide mode is much more likely to excite the
CW chiral state with R > 1 compared to the CCW chiral
state because of momentum conservation. By switching
the input to port B, the CCW chiral state with R < 1
can also be observed (not shown). We note that the sud-
den drop of R with a higher input power is due to four-
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FIG. 3. (Color) Dependence of chirality thresholds on the
coupling rates κin. Blue stars and red curves show experi-
mental data and analytical results, respectively. Parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2(f).

wave mixing (FWM) [25]. This spontaneous chirality is
found to be universal in our system. More specifically,
this qualitative behavior is independent of the coupling
rate κin between the bus fiber and the microresonator at
the weak input power. The κin varies from sample to
sample by adjusting the gap width between the fiber and
the cavity, but the threshold behavior of R persists as we
show in Figs. 2(e) I-III.

We further note that the threshold power increases as
the bus fiber-cavity coupling rate decreases (Fig. 3), so
does the power range of chiral states before the emer-
gence of FWM [25]. The latter leads to a higher maximal
value of R at a lower κin, which reaches about 20 when
κin/κ2,0 ≈ 0.15, where κ2,0 is the intrinsic loss rate of the
antisymmetric mode a2. We note that the fiber coupling
efficiency η also displays a qualitative change at the in-
put power of chirality threshold [25]. The η is defined by
the depth of normalized transmission dips, and the latter
shows the same broadening and distortion with increased
power as the intensity spectra collected in the bus fiber.
A notable difference from previous studies [24] is that the
on-resonance coupling becomes stronger [25].

Up to now we have demonstrated how the one-sided
input can excite modes with chiral symmetry, and then
break such symmetry when the input power is increased.
We note that the one-sided input may cause R to differ
slightly from 1 when input power is low, but the devi-
ation is very small (|R − 1| < 0.1) as shown in experi-
ments. To verify that the large observed chirality really
does not originate from the asymmetry introduced by the
one-sided input, we have also excited the antisymmetric
mode using two-sided input from ports A and B [Fig.
1(a)] simultaneously, with identical power and polariza-
tion. As can be seen from Fig. 4(a), at low input powers
the drop power is symmetric. With the growth of the
input power, however, the cavity mode randomly enters
a CW [Fig. 4(b)] or a CCW [Fig. 4(c)] chiral state, and
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FIG. 4. (Color) (a) Typical drop-port spectrum of the anti-
symmetric mode, with a total input power of 103 µW from
ports A and B. A chiral symmetric state is observed. (b)-(c)
Same as (a) but with a total input power of 338 µW. The CW
and CCW chiral states are observed, respectively. (d) Depen-
dence of logR on the total input power. The solid curves are
theoretical results for a lossy resonator with the bifurcation,
and the black dots are the corresponding experimental data.
Parameters: κin/κ2,0 ≈ 0.33, the rest are the same as in Fig.
2(f). Inset shows the statistics of 71 events of spontaneous
symmetry breaking measured under different powers.

R shows a bifurcation behavior [Fig. 4(d)]. Neither of
the two opposite-direction chiral states shows any statis-
tical preference when 71 events of spontaneous symmetry
breaking are analyzed [inset of Fig. 4(d)]: their difference
(3 events) falls within the standard deviation (4.2 for 71
events) of a binomial distribution with equal likelihood.
We note that by changing the relative phase of input,
the symmetric mode can also be excited, which retains
its symmetry and R ≈ 1 even at high power levels [25].

We now analyze the mode dynamics of a lossless cav-
ity by introducing Kerr nonlinearity. The Hamilto-
nian of the cavity reads [25] H = ~g(a†2a2 − a†1a1) −
1
4 (M~ω)~g(δµνδρσ + δµσδνρ + δµρδνσ)a

†
µa

†
ρaνaσ, where g

is the intrinsic linear coupling strength between CW and
CCW waves, ω is the mode frequency, δ is the Kro-
necker delta, and repeated indices are summed over.
The coefficient M is proportional to the scalar Kerr
nonlinear susceptibility χ(3). In the CW-CCW basis
acw = (a1 + ia2)/

√
2 and accw = (a1 − ia2)/

√
2, the

coupled-mode equations read

1

ig

dam
dt

= M(|am|2+|am′ |2)am+(1+Ma∗m′am)am′ , (1)

where m and m′ (m 6= m′) stand for CW and CCW.
Here the third term igam′ represents linear coupling, the
first term igM |am|2am represents self-phase modulation,
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FIG. 5. (Color) (a)-(b) Trajectories of state evolutions for
MA2 = 0, 3 in the phase space. States dominated by
the CCW (CW) wave components lie in the upper blue-
shaded area (lower orange-shaded area), with π/2 < θ ≤ π
(0 ≤ θ < π/2). Red dots (blue cross) mark stable (unstable)
states. (c)-(d) Patterns of the antisymmetric standing-wave
mode and the chiral state obtained from two-dimensional nu-
merical simulations [25]. In (c), there is only linear coupling
between CW and CCW components, while in (d) the nonlin-
ear coupling is present.

and the second and fourth terms 2igM |am′|2am repre-
sent cross-phase modulation, which reflects the fact that
cross-phase modulation induces twice the refractive in-
dex change compared to self-phase modulation. For con-
venience, the state amplitudes can be written in terms
of the Bloch sphere parameters, acw ≡ Aeiα cos(θ/2) and
accw ≡ Aeiα sin(θ/2)eiϕ, where Aeiα is the total complex
amplitude, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π describe the
relative amplitude and phase difference of the two prop-
agating waves, which can be used to study the evolution
of states and existing modes. As shown in Fig. 5, the
CW and CCW amplitudes of the states oscillate because
of the intrinsic coupling. In the case of MA2 = 0 where
the nonlinear effects are turned off [Fig. 5(a)], the tra-
jectories circulate around the red dots at θ = π/2, ϕ = 0
and θ = π/2, ϕ = π. The former fixed point corresponds
exactly to the symmetric mode a1 while the latter to
the antisymmetric mode a2. After the intensity increases
to MA2 = 2, a pitchfork bifurcation occurs and two new
steady states emerge [e.g., Fig. 5(b) at MA2 = 3]. These
states (marked as two red dots at ϕ = π) gain chirality
spontaneously, while the mode a2 at θ = π/2, ϕ = π
(marked as a blue cross) becomes unstable.

As suggested by Eq. (1), the coupling between the
CW and CCW waves consists of both the linear intrin-
sic coupling and the nonlinear intermodal interaction re-
sulting in an intensity-dependent effective coupling coef-
ficient geff ≡ (1 +Ma∗ccwacw)g. Considering the optical
Kerr effect, the standing-wave modes can be considered
as periodic potentials along the microcavity perimeter.

In this regard, the propagating waves are reflected by
the nonlinearity-related potential, adding coherently to
the linear coupling. With a low intracavity intensity, the
nonlinear modulation on the refractive index is weak,
and geff ∼ g > 0, resulting in the clear standing wave
pattern as usual [Fig. 5(c)]. With a strong enough inten-
sity above the threshold A2 = 2M−1, the coupling be-
tween the propagating waves is canceled effectively, i.e.,
geff = 0, under the phase-matching condition ϕ = π sat-
isfied by the antisymmetric mode. In this case, bifur-
cation occurs and the original antisymmetric mode be-
comes unstable. The chiral symmetry is broken, with a
much reduced interference pattern, instead of a standard
standing wave [Fig. 5(d)]. A stronger intensity leads to
a greater chirality. For the low-frequency mode a1 corre-
sponding to ϕ = 0, however, the coupling is enhanced by
the nonlinear effects, i.e., geff > g, and no chirality can
be found near this mode.

In a real system, R can be derived from Eq. (1) with
losses and input terms using a perturbative approach
[25]. Figures 2(f) and 4(d) plot R as a function of the
input power, with mode parameters obtained from ex-
periments. It is found that the experimental results are
in good agreement with the theory until FWM appears.
For instance, at the threshold value of 260 µW in Figs.
2(f) II, the bifurcation occurs and the chiral symmetry
is broken spontaneously, where |geff | decreases to zero.
Theoretically, when no Kerr nonlinearity is present, the
one-sided input will lead to a slight bias of R from 1,
but such minor asymmetry as a linear response does not
vary with input power, and an R exceeding 20 is a direct
result of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking induced
by nonlinear effects.

In summary, we have demonstrated the Kerr
nonlinearity-induced spontaneous chirality with unbal-
anced CW and CCW components in a single microres-
onator, without any explicit breaking of parity or time-
reversal symmetry. This spontaneous chirality is different
from the unidirectional ring laser which relies on carrier
concentration and mode competition [26–28]. We also
note that our chirality threshold is not at an exceptional
point [29], which would otherwise introduce a square root
singularity to the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian
represented by Eq. (1). The latter, however, is not the
case [25], hence the pitchfork bifurcation at the chirality
threshold, though seemingly identical to parity-time sym-
metry breaking [30], is caused by a very different mecha-
nism. Furthermore, although the chirality vanishes once
the input power is strong enough to generate side bands
via FWM, the latter can be suppressed by delicate de-
signs of the cavity geometry.
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Note added.–We would like to draw the reader’s atten-

tion to a related recent work [31].
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